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Abstract. We shou that some problems involving sparse polynomials are NP-hard. For example, 
it is NP-hard to determine if a sparse polynomial has a root of modulus 1, and it is NP-hard to 
decide if two sparse polynomials are not relatively prime. Also, we show that a divjsibility problem 
involving an unbounded number of sparse polynomials is NP-complete using a theorem of Linnik 
concerning the distribution of primes in arithmetic sequences. From these results it follows that 
certain problems involving inequalities, recurrence relations, differential equations. and eigen- 
values of sparse matrices are NP-hard. Problems involving divisibility properties of two sparse 
poi, liiT?i?lL,, divisibility of sparse binary numbers. and ring homomorphisms are also NY-hard. 
1. Introduction 
The computational complexity of some problems involving divisibility of sparse 
polynomials and integers has been studied in [12, 131. We extend these results in 
several ways. Using a theorem from Linnik [lo] on the distribution of primes in 
arithmetic sequences, we show a problem to be NP-complete which was only known 
to be NP-hard previously. Also, we exhibit some NP-hard problems involving 
divisibility of one or two sparse polynomials. (The problems in [ 12? 133 all involved 
an unbounded number of sparse polynomials.) For example, it is NP-hard to 
determine if two sparse polynomials have a nontrivial greatest common divisor. 
These results are applied to obtain NP-hard problems involving inequalities, recur- 
rence relations, differential equations, and eigenvalues of sparse matrices. Although 
it is still unknown how hard it is to determine whether one sparse polynomial divides 
another, we give two closely related problems that are NP-hard. Also, a problem 
involving sparse binary numbers and a problem involving ring homomorphisms are 
discussed. The analysis of the above problems makes use of polynomials that are 
generalizations of those in [13]; we discuss ome properties of these polynomials 
and give algorithms for computing them. The results presented here are of interest 
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because of the importance of polynomial divisibiiity properties in algebraic coding 
th :ory, and also because of their implications for symbolic manipulcttion of algebraic 
exi?ressions. The theoretical value of these results is that some of the NP-hard 
problems have the nondeterminisra ‘hidden’. That is, the problems are not explicitly 
sta\.ed in terms of one of a large number of possibilities being true. Few other known 
NP-*hard problems have this property. For results concerning the intractability of 
prolrlems in number theory, see [ 1,2,7, 111. 
In the following discussion, we consider a polynomial 1, n,x’ to be represented 
as a sequence of ordered pairs (a,, j) corresponding to non-zero coefficients a,. A 
polynomial regresented in this way will be termed a sparse polynomial. Note that 
it is ttle representation of these problems that makes them difficult rather than the 
sparseness of the polynomials. The representatl*>n allows for polynomials of high 
degree to be written down in a short space. From now on, polynomials will be 
assuml:d to have integer coeficients unless otherwise specified. 
2. Definitions 
The f,)llowing conventions will be used: P is the class of sets S of strings such 
that there exists a deterministic Turing machine ,481 and a polynomial 11 such that M 
accepts 5: and for all inputs x to M, M halts within ~(1.~1) steps (where 1.~1 is the 
length of s in characters). NP is the class of sets S of strirlgs such that there exists 
a nondeterministic Turing machine :W and a polynomial p such that .I! accepts S 
and for alI inputs s to M, all computation paths of M halt within /)(J.u~) steps. Also, 
GNP is the class of sets S such that the complement of S is in NP. It is Gdelq 
believed that P # NP f GNP f P; for a discussion of these questions and their 
importance. see [4]. A set S is said to be tmctdde if S’ is in P; otherwise S is 
irtfrmtahle. We say a function f mapping strings t4 strings is computable in polynomial 
time if there is a Turing machine M and a polynomial p such that for all elements 
.Y in the domain of fi M outputs f(x) when given input s, and halts within &I) 
steps. If A alld B are sets of strings, we write ,\ s r3 B (A is polynomial reducible 
to H) if there is ;I function ,/* computable in polynomial time such that for all strings 
X, x E A itf f( u) E H. Such a function f is called ii polynomial time reduction of ,4 
ko H. A set B is W-luml if for aII A in NP. ,4 2 I,13. A set H is NP-w~~plete if it 
ii in NP and i:; NP-hard. Many such NP-complctc sets are 1 IIC‘~WII. Note that if B 
ik, NP-conipletcb and B tl P, then P = NP: this is considered good txidwcc that B is 
not in P. Also, i’ any NP-hard wt is in C’oNP then NP = CoNP. A set S is G’oNP-l~rti 
if the complt‘m :nt of S is NP- 1~:tr.d. For C’OII\YII~CIICC NT s;I\. that il /‘whorl g is 
W-h& if ((x. J): . Y = ,q(s)) is NP-h;lrd. W c:rll {t .Y, ~1: J’ ;-J ~(.xI} the sr& of $. 
Note that s is NP-hard iff the graph of R (:is a set) is NP-hard. Similarly. we say I: 
is C’oNP-hard if :&he complement of the graph of ,q i>. NP-hard. Hv the complement 
of the graph of ‘q \\*t’ mci\n the set {(s. \*): 1’ * P(X)}_ If g is NJ’-hard, this is evidence _ _ 
ttI;it the gr:lph of < is not in P: it Sc is C‘clNP-h:lrd, this is el;idt‘ncc th;lt the gr:iph 
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of g is not in NP. We will introduce several natural functions which are CoNP-hard, 
and t!rereby obtain several natural sets that are CoNP-hard. From now on we 
identify a set S with the problem of determining whether. a string x belongs to S. 
Thus we can speak of a problem as being NP-hard or NP-complete. Also, we a>:ume 
integers are encoded in binary so that integers and sparse polynomials ci;n be 
represented as character strings in some standard way. The letters x, y, and z will 
usually represent real or complex variables in the following discussion. 
3. Polynomials used to obtain the reductions 
We introduce polynomials which are used to obtain many of the results concerning 
NP-hardness of polynomial and integer divisibility problems. These polynomials are 
slight generalizations of those in [ 131; the method used to define them here is new. 
Also. we present some identities which are useful for computing and manipulating 
these polynomials. 
Let qi be the jth prime number. Let M be an integer and let W be a well-formed 
formula of the propositional calculus obtained from predicate symbols Pj using 
Boolean ccnnectives (including negation). With each Mth root of unity w in the 
complex piane (i.e., a solution of the equation 2.” = 1 ), we associate an interpretation 
I.,, (w ) of the predicate symbols {Y,: y, Divides M}. In particular, the interpretation 
I,,(o) makes predicate symbo: P, true iff OJ*‘~‘~~ = 1. It is not difficult to show that 
for all interpretations .I of {P,: q, divides n/r}, there exists at least one Mth root of 
unity o such that I.,,( w) = J. This is important. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose IL1 is ait integer and W is a well-formed formula of the 
propositional calculus. Suppwe that all predicate symbols occurring in W arc of the 
form P, for some j such that q, divides M. Then there is a unique polynomial having 
the followir~g properties: 
( 1) p(z) = 0 iff z isan M-th root of unity aud the wff Wis true in interpretatkL Iitr( z). 
(2) p(z) has no zeroes of multiplicity greater than one. 
i 3) The leading cneficierrt of p(z) is 1. 
Proof. The zeroes of p are uniquely specified by ( 1) and (2). This deter.nines p up 
to a constant factor. This factor is determined by (3). Cl 
Definition. With notation as above, Poly,J W) is the unique polynomial having 
proper-tic\ ( 1.1, (2) and (3) above. 
Definition. A literal is a formula of the form P or 1P where P is a predicate symbol. 
A clause is a disjunction of literals. 
Theorem 3.2. TIze polyuornials Poly k-I ( W) haue tht following properties: 
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(1) Poly,,( A) has integer coeficients for all A. 
(2) Polybx,(A)i = z-” - I if A is ualid. 
(3) Poly,%, (A) = 1 iff A is ir, consistent. 
(4) Poly.\,(Al) =Poly.\,(A2) #Al = A2. 
(5) POly,$,l( Pj) =X""ci'- 1. 
(6) P01y;~(lA) = (x”’ - 1 )/Poly&,(A). 
(7) Poly,dA A W =gcdWy,,(A), PolydN. 
(8) Poly,(A v B) = lcm(PolytltA), Poly.&S)). 
(9) If’ C is a Witeral clause c nd M has only small prime factors then Poly,,, ( C) 
avid Poly,, (1C) CQH be computed as sparse polynomials iu polynomial time (arid 
are of polynowial !uqth as character strings). 
Proof. For ( I ), note That Poly,, ( W) is a product of cyclotomic polynomials which 
are known [S] to have integer c:>effrcients. Properties (2) through (8) are easy. 
Property (9) will be shown using identities given below. i7 
3. I. Some identities 
Given a wfl W. let W{ P, +- -~~u:t~) be W with the predicate symbol P, replaced 
hy JWY. everywhere. Similarly defi x W{ p, + t-~.st-.}. The following identities can 
be derived without much difficultv: 
(I) Poly,,,(P, A W) = Poly,r .<,,( M’{P, +-lxW}). 
(11) Poly,,,(F, v M’) = ((x” - I)/( Y” ‘Ii - 1)) Poly,, ,,,( U’{P,+NW~}). 
( III) If f’, does not occur in b’ and q, divides l , then P01y,~ ( W(s) = 
Poly 11 J W)( .!-(I’). 
(IV) If qi divides 51 then P01y,~ t \W( A-) = PO@ jJ (/,( N’,( Yi!) regardless of whether 
p, occurs in W. 
(V) Poly,,,( WI I’ W2) = Poly.,1( Wl) Poly,,( W)/Poly.,,( Wl A CW. 
(VI) P~ly,~,(f~, A l l l A pr,) =_I-'l"'l'.' J'- 1 if the r, are distinct primes. 
These identities are useful in showing that if C is a j-literal clause and M has 
only small prime factors, thtm Poly \1 ( C' can be computed in polynomial time. Using 
(III) and (IV) we can reduce the evaluation of Poly,,(C) to the evalu~tic~n of 
PolytI I( C) where Ml is the product of 3 distinct s1ml1 primes. Negative litmA 
can tw eliminated from C‘ using (11). This costs one polynomial multiplication, but 
th:it can be done in polynomial time sir cc M 1 is polynomial in ldg( .%I ). Suppose 
C’ contain5 3 positive liter&; thus c‘ = P,, v t)!, v P, and Ml = q,,q,,y,. In this GM 
IIIIC‘ can show that 
p()lv 
_ \I1 
( c’ ) -_ !.FT ;“!, -.- 1 ) ( A+‘* -- 1 ( .P,JC’, - 1 J ( .I” - 1 ) I__---- .-.-.. --.___ _.--____ 
(*$I”,-- l)(.\-‘L 1 )(*$L - I) ’ 
This quotient cm be computed in polynomial time using the standard dense poly- 
ncxnial multiplication and division alg0rothnis since q,, q,, and (7( are small. It C is 
( I’,, L’ I’,, ) or if (:’ is { I _‘,, ), ttw ~xpressi0n f01 Pal!* ,,l( C‘) is even simpler. In all teases 
I’dly xi l ( ( ’ 1 cm be computed in polvn~>mial time. ~41~0, Poly \I (-1C 1 can be conlputed 
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from Poly,v( C) in polynomial time using property (6) of Theorem 3.2. Hence 
Poly,tl(lC) can also be computed in polynomial time if M has only small prime 
factors since the evaluation of PolyM(lC) can be reduced to the evaluation of 
P01y.t~ I ( TC) as above fon some Ml which is the product of 3 small primes. 
The identities (I) through (VI) are also useful in showing that if C is a 3-literal 
clause having at most 2 positive literals, or C is a 2-literal clause, then Poly,( C) 
and Poly,,(lC) have all coefkients in the set {- 1 , 0, 1). This is slightly more general 
than the resrllt given earlier [ 131, since kl is not necessarily the product of the first 
tt primes for some n, and smce M is not necessarily square-free. 
In particular, using (III) and (IV) we can reduce the evaluation of Poly,& C) and 
Poly.,J --YC) to the case where M is square-free and the pr:)duct of 2 or 3 distinct 
prime factors, if C Ss a 2-literal clause or a 3-literal clause. Using (I), we can 
eliminate negative litclrals of C from consk::tion when evaluating P01y,~~ (-X’). 
Using (II), it is not difficult to show th;\t we can eliminate negative literals of C 
from consideration when evaluating PC ly,,( C) without afkcting the question of 
whether all coefficients are +l, 0 or -1. Finally, we can show that if C is an 
all-positive clause having 2 or fewer literals, then PolyJ C) and P01y.~, (--C) only 
have coefficients of 0, 1 and -1. The on!y non-trivial cases are Poly,,,,(P, v P,) anL? 
I-My,,,,,, ( / fi P, t . which can easily be evaluated using (V) and (VI) and shown to 
ha\*e coekicients of 1. 0 and - 1 on]). 
3.2. A sa no ple applica tio /I 
We review a result of [ 131 to show how easy it is to obtail: NP-hardness results 
using the polynamials Poly,,, t W). 
Theorem 3.3. Tke followiug problem is NP-hnrd: Given a set { pI (x), . . . , p&x)) of 
sparse polynontials with itlteger coqfficieuts, to determine if they hate a nontrivial 
greatest common dioisor. 
Proof. We reduce from 3-satisfiability. Suppose S = {C 1 + . . . , Ck} is a set of 3-literal 
clauses over the predicate symbols (Pl,. . . , Pn}. Let M be q1q2 l l l q,,, the product 
of the first 11 primes. Then S is satisfiable i/j there exists an interpretation I of 
{Pl,. . . , P/r! making all C in S true, iff there exists an Mth root of unity w such 
that I,,, (WI= I for some interpretation I mai\ing all clauses C in S true, iff there 
c‘si$ts an AIth root of unity o such that Poly,,J C,)(w) =0 for j = 1, . . . , k. ifi 
gcd( Poly.,~ ( C‘ I ), . . . , Poly,,, (C’k 1) has degree greater than zero. 0 
4. Problems in NP 
We now show a problem to be NP-complete that was only known to bt NP-hard 
previcjusly. The proof makes use of a theorem of Linnik on the distribution of 
prime<, in arithmetic sequttr,ces. Consider the following problem. 
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SPARSE-POLY-DIVIS. Given an integer N and a fimt : :,et {p,(x), . . . , pk (x)} of sparse 
palynomials. Then the problem is to determine Idhether A? - 1 is not a factor of 
I I:_;, P,Ld. 
Theorem 4.1. SPA~WSWLY-DIVIS is NP-contpfete. 
Proof. We showed in [13] that this problem is NIB-hard. This proof can be done 
elegantly as above using the polynomials Poly.,,( W). We now show that it is in NP. 
The method is as follows: The polynomial xM - 1 IS a factor of ](‘=, p,(x) iff the 
polynomial P - 1 is a factor of [I:=, p,(x”), for an) integer c > 0. Suppose CN + 1 
is a prime number (call it 4.). Then, by Fermat’s theorem, b”’ - 1 = 0 (mod (1) for 
all integers h that are not multiples of (I. Hence [I, I+( h’ ) = 0 (mod 9) for all such 
h if x”! - 1 is a factor of 11, p,(s). We desire to shop that if c is suitabiy chosen, 
the12 _x.~ - 1 is a factor of 1 I;_, p,(x) 1.f [I, /I,( b’ ) = 0 ‘mod (I) for all h that arc not 
rnuF~ipFcs of y. If c* is not too large. this latter condition WI he tcstod nondctcrminis;ti- 
tally. giving the desired result tha; SP,~KS~_-I’OI.~‘-I)I~’ s is in NP. 
Let r(s) be the remainder when 11, p,(x) is Jkided by .I-’ - 1. If 11, p,( b’ 1 + 0 
(mod y) for all integers b that are not multiples of q. then r( b’ ) = 0 (mod 9) for all 
integers h that are not multiples of q. Since there art q - 1 congruence classes of 
such jntcgors, and since the degree of r( A-’ ) is less th,ul y - 1 for c > 0, it folFo\vs 
by elementary nLtl,lber theory that a13 c‘oefficitxts of rl x’ ) and htmx of r(x) must 
be nwltipies of q. If q is chosen Fargc enough. this cannot lappen unkss all coefkients 
of r( x) are ZYO, and thus A-” - 1 divide 11: , p,(sL Hcncc wc CM nondcttxministi- 
call! show that A-’ - I does not divide 11, pi(s) by fin iing appropriate integers c 
and h such that 11: I p,( If‘) F 0 (mod c/V + I ). 
in particular, given a polynomial 11, let 11 p/! 1~ the suln of the atlsolutc ~tlucs of 
tflc coefficients of 11. It is not difticult to tsho\d* that 
If one assumes the extended Riemann hypothesis, one can show [6] that c~, is 
near 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (corztinued). Let D be the least multiple of N that is greater 
than or equal to llj I~/I,(x)II. Th en if Ns[l, IIp,(x)l(, DG![Ii jlp,(x)jl and if A+ 
11, II p,(x)II. D d N. By Linnik‘s theorem, there is a prime 9 of the form DX + 1 with 
9 s max( IV, 2 11, II JI,( X) II I% Now 9 f 1 since 1 is not prime. Hence 6) + 1 s 9 G D’Y 
Also, since Dz[], IIp,(x>il, cj>[l, [lp,(x,[[ as desired. El 
In summary. we can solve the problem SPAHSI-.-I~C~I.‘II~-I~I~~IS nondeterministicall!, 
in polynomial time, as follows: 
Given X and {y,(X,, . . . , pI (x)}, we want to deterinine if 3 - I is not a factor 
of 11, p,(s). To do this, we nondeterministically choose c, c > 0, such thal 
(a) c-N + 1 i5 prime. 
w c-N+ 1 >rr; , I!P,ll. 
(c) cN+ 1 is not larger than the bound given by Linnik’s theorem. 
We can verify that cN -,c 1 is prime in nondeterministic polynomial time since short 
certificates of primalit? always exist [I-I]. We can also nondeterministically choose 
b such tii~t r:, p,( h’ ) 9 0 (mod CN + 1) if such an integer b exists. Furthermore. we 
can evaluate 11, /I,( b’ ) (mod CN + 1) ~1 wivnomial time since CN + 1 is not too big. 
If wcfi b and c can bt: found. then s \‘ 
s 
- 1 is nut a factor of Iii p,(x), otherwise it 
k. In fact. SP~.~~SKP~ w-INVIS is still NP-complete if we restrict the non-zero 
w&icients of the poll, nomials 11, to be 2 1. 
The methods used to show that stwwt-.-wt.\ -UWIS is in NP can also be used to 
hw that some problems involving inequations 01 iilgebraic expressions are in NP. 
C on\idtx the following problem. 
SI?ARSE -~o~.~‘-N~)NROO’I’. (;ivcn a spar% p~Jlynomial I’ 1. ith integer coefficients and 
;LII integer %I. Then the problem is to dclerrninc if p( WI f 0 d-me w is ;I primiti\~e 
M th root of unity. 
Prwf. Suppow (11 ih cl primitive Mth root of unity. Then p( W) = 0 ifi z ” - I divides 
I,{ _- ) ( 1 7 ” ‘1 --- I : y prime, y divides M}. ?‘hi\ is because all roots of 2 ‘I - 1 that are 
not primitive 51th roots of unity will be roots of some z.” ‘I - - I, and if an)! primitive 
Mth root of unity is a root of p, then aI/ primitive Mth roots of unity are. Hut we 
can dettxmine that L” -- i is root ;i factor of a product of pc4ynomials in nondeter- 
mlnistic polynomial time. as shown above. Also, we can factw M in nondeterministic 
p+ nomial time if nwessar~~, using Pr;itt’s result that short certificates of primalit) 
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exist [ 141. Therefore SI~AKSE-POL~'-N~)NROO'~‘ is ir 1 NP. The author believes he 
a method for solving problem SI'A.RS~-P<)L,Y-NO~ROOT in polynt>mial time if 
prime factorization of M is given. Cl 
5. Problems involving one or two sparse polynomials 
has 
the 
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From the fact that the above problems are ail NP-hard, it follows that the following 
functions are CoNP-hard: The number of roots of modulus 1 of a sparse polynomial 
with integer coefficiellts, the degree of the greatest common divisor of two sparse 
polynomials with integer coefficients, the degree of the iast common multiple of 
two such sparse polynomials, and the number of values 0 making the txpressio:rl of 
~KI<;-IN,-~Q~J/\I_I.~~ equal to zero. Recall that if f is CoNP-hard, the graph of f is 
GNP-hard as a set. In this way, we obtain natural CoNP-hard sets from these 
CoNP-krd functions. 
Proof. Given a co,nplex number z = .r+iy. let Conj( 3 Denote x - iy, the complex 
conjugate of 2. It is easy to verify that Conj( z 12) = Conj( z 1) Conj( z2), Conj(z 1 + 
~2) = Coni( z lb + Conj( 23, and if z = x + iy then z Conj( z) = .Y’ + y’, a real, ntJn- 
negative quantity. AEso, if p(z) is a polynomial with real coefficients, then p(z) = 0 
iti /l(Conj( z 1) = 0. Furthermore, if z is on the complex unit circle, then Conj( z ) = 
l/Z. 
Fro, II ;!XX facts. it f4lows th;nt if /I(Z) is a polynomial with re;il coefficients. then 
[q 2 )I?\ 1/ z 1 is real and non-negaG-2 (‘7 the complex unit circlt;, and has zeroes on 
the ctlmplex unit circk exactly where p( z I does. Therefore, if S is a set of clauses, 
and Af is chosen properly. then E{Poiy,,( O( z) PolyXl( U( l/z): C E S} has a zero 
on the ca~~~plcx unit circle (in fact, at an Mth root of unity) iff the Poiy,,(C) 
hW ;1 colllIllc~rl root, i.e.. iff S is consistent. Define 2.J S) to be 
2.1 PO!\ \I ( c‘)( 2) PO&,! \ ‘i’)( l/z): (‘tr S}. Then z .“I,1 (S) is a sparse polyn0mial with _ 
integer cot’thcicnts. and has a zero on the complex unit Arcle (at an Mth root of 
unity) itf S is consistent. Furthermore, if S is a set of ?-literal clauses. then the 
wctticients of the sparse polynomial z “I,,( S) can be computed in polynomial time 
(assuming that M has only small prime factors). Thus SYAKSI-I-POI_Y - KOC)T- 
w )I N 11 I ‘s- I is NP-hard. Also, _ ~-sP~z~~s~-.-I’oI.Y-~;<‘I~ is NP-h;lrd because S isconslstent 
it7 the degree of the greatest common divisor of 2,” -- 1 and z.“?,~~ (S) is greater than 
lc‘ro. Note that it is also NP-hard to detcrminc if the degree of the least common 
multiple of two sparse pc~lynomials i  not equal to 3 given integer. 
TO show that wI(;-wf (W.M I I Y is NP-hard, w proceed as follows: since 
I,,( .S)( 2) = f,J S)( l/z), the function f,,(S) can easily be expressed as a corMant 
pIu\ 3 5uni of term\ of the form CI( 2 + z “) for various integers a and h. Far L on 
t hc wmplcs unit circle. w have that z = c‘ I” and so such a term is equal to 2a cd he). 
f~‘W IIcrnNx-tz. t,, ( .5) is cctxyhu-c positive on the complex unit circle iff S is 
inconsistent. Letting c’ be the constant term in I,,(S), we easily obtain that ‘1 WI- 
IV OI*.U I I 1’ is NP-h;ud. II 
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p(z) = 0 and lzl= 1 but z is not a root of unity. (If all such roots were roots of 
unity, one might try to solve SPARSE-POLY-~00~-MODI JLUS-I by guessing such a 
root.) For example, let N be (1 --@)/( 1 -(%I. where r = 2’?‘-’ and 6 = e’? Then 
/III= 1 but one can show that u is not a root of unity. Also, M is an algebraic integer, 
that is, a root of a polynomial with integer coefficients and leading coefficient 1. 
This follows because r and 5 are clearly algebraic integers (r’- 2 = 0, 5”- 1 = 0) 
and u can be expressed as (r’+ r - 3)+(--r’+2r-2)& It is known [3] that sums 
and products of algebraic integers are algebraic integers, so II is an algebraic integer. 
This example was given by S. Ullom. 
Proof. The function (z.” - I )( z -I’ - 1) is real and nonnegative on the complex unit 
circle, with zeroes at all the Mth roots of unity but nowhere else. Also.. t,r(S)(.~) 
i\ real and nonnegative on the complex unit circle. and all its zeroes on the unit 
circle are at Mth roots of unity. Hence (z.” - f )( z *‘I - I) + z,,( S)( z) has a zero on 
the unit circle iff f,,(S) does. and if so it is at an Mth root of unity. Let p(z) be 
* \I[( z.” - ] ,(z .” -. 1) + I.,!( S)( z )I. Note that p( Z) is easy to compute as a sparse 
polynomial from S. Also, p( 2) has a zero on the unit circle iff l,,,(S) does. and if 
w it is at an Mth root of unity. But P(Z) has integer coetficients and has a leading 
coefficient of I. Hcncc t’hc recurrence relation corresponding to p( z) has ;i periodic 
integer solution itf p(z) has a root on the complcs unit circle, i.e.. iff S is consistent. 
Thus IWI!NI~~~I~ Ia WK~~IW+. is NP-hard. (The rt‘currt‘ncc relation corrqonding 
to the polynomia! 
\I 
T ” -- 
4 
\‘ (.,$i I,, 
1-1 
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6. Divisibility of two sparse polynomials 
The following problems relate to divisibility properties of two sparsi polynomials 
It is not known whether the problem of deciding if one sparse polynomial divides 
another is in P. Nor is this problem known to be NP-complete. 
Consider the following problems. 
SPARSE-POI.Y-QZ~~TIENT. Given two sparse polynomials pI (x) and p2( X) with 
integer coefficients. the problem is:to determine if the quotient when p,(x) is divided 
by p?(x) has a non-zero constant term. 
SPIZRSE-PC)~,Y-R~MGINDER. ~iverl two sparse polynomials p,(x) and p?(x) with 
integer coefl-icic~its, the problem is to determine the dcgre~ of the remainder when 
pi ( xi is divided by /I:( x 1. 
Proof. !‘~~sider the function (I -_.rh’-“l -_C*---. . l --x-~‘+‘. The coefficient of x ” 
in the power series expmsion of this function is non-zero (and positive) iff II can 
be expressed as a sum using the integers n,, ~1~. . . . , a,,, zero or more times. There- 
fore. the constant term in the power series expansion of x”/( 1 - ~~“1 -X “2 -. - . - 
s “4 is non-zero iff II can be expressed as such a sum. Let q(x) be the quotient 
\vhen s ” + ‘ is divided by x’ - x” -“I -s’ -“J - l . . - s’ -“y where c is some integer 
greater than all the 0,. Then the constant term in q(s) is non-zero (and positive) 
itf ~1 can be expressed as I,‘:, b,a, with all b, nonnegative. It is not difficult to see 
that this latter problem is NP-complete by reducing from the subset sum problem 
[5]. Hence, taking p,(s) to be x”I+( and p2( s) to be X“ - s“- “1 - . * . - s~--“Y we 
obtain that SP..~HS~;-P~)I_Y-OI~O-I‘II’N~’ is NP-hard. 
For SIWISI~-WI ~‘-III-~,~/~INI‘)L=K, we let p,(x) be x”-+‘. -’ and let p,?(x) be as before. 
Then the degree of the remainder will be I*--- 1 iff II can be expressed as above, and 
will he 10s than c - 1 otherwise. Thus sI’,~Ks1’-)‘oI.Y-IIrJhlAINL>l’K is also NP-hard. 
This result may have implications for polynomial interpolation, since polynomial 
intqxkltion can be viewed as taking the remainder when one polynomial is divided 
r-7 b111 m~thcr. ! .: 
Note that sl’r~K~~:-f’oI.~‘-t~~-.~lrZINI)tSK gives a natural furzction which is NP-hard 
in the sense defined in Section 2, namely, the degree of the remainder. Alho, 
xwswv )I.Y-CWOI 1t;N-r gives a natural funr tion which is CoNP-hard in the sense 
Jelined in Section 2, namely, the value of the constant term in the remainder. 
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7. Miscellaneous problems 
We now give some NP-hard problems involving the divisibility of sparse poiy- 
nomials having coefficients of 0 and 1. 41~0, we obtain results about the divisibility 
of sparse binary numbers. Finally, we discuss a result abodt ring homomorphisms. 
Consider the following problems. 
o,I-sPAHs~-PoI,Y-~~~N~A~~~~R. Given sets R 1 and R2 01 sparse polynomials with 
coefficients 0 or 1, the problem is to determine whether IlH 1 is not a factor of lfR2. 
SP~~RSIE:-HINARY-~IVIS. Given R 1 and R2 as above. the problem is to determine 
,vhether If ( p( 2): p c K I } does not divide II{ p( 2): P c R 2 -. 
these results may be interpreted in terms of divisibility problems for integers in 
sparw wary notation for various n. Cl 
Cor .sider the following problem. 
RING IKDMOMORPHISM INJECTION. Given sparse polynomials p( x; , p,(x), and p&x) 
such that p,(x) divides p(x) for j = 1,2. Then the problem is to determine whether 
the ‘natural’ mapping from Z[x]/p(x) into (Z[x]/pJx)) x (Z[x]/p,( x)) is l-l. Here 
Z[xj i! the ring of polynomials in one variable over the integers, and p and p, are 
aswmc,d to be polynomials in Z[x]. The element:< of this Cartesian product are 
ordered pairs of ekments from the rings, -md operations are done componenrwise. 
The ‘n;ttur:iI mappirlg is the one that maps a polynomial q(x) in Z[x]/p(x) onto 
(q!xI wad p,(sL q(x) mod rJ A-)). 
Proof. This mapping is not 1 -1 iff there is some polynomial q(x) of degree greater 
km zero, such that q(x) maps [into zero. Such a polynomial q( _x) must be a multiple 
of p&x) YIP y,l Y). hence must be a multiple of kxn(~l,~~l). Let p(s) be p,(s)y2(x). 
-l‘hcr, su& a y exists iff p,(x) is not a factor of Icm( p,. p2). that is. if-T pI and p2 are 
not reMvely prime. However, by the problem 2-SPAKSL_-P~)L_~-‘-(;(‘I) it I; NP-hard 
to determine whether tw o sparse polynomials are not relatively prime. hence KING 
t to\toxt( )t<tvttsxt IN tt-<*l ION is NP-hard. Nott: that KING ~~OMO~IOKPI IIS~LI INJECI ION 
since such a (I could have many non-zero coeffjci~:nts compared 
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